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Award-winning author and whisky expert Dave Broom explores over 200 distilleries and examines

over 400 expressions. Detailed descriptions of the Scottish distilleries can be found here, while

Ireland, Japan, the USA, Canada and the rest of the world are given exhaustive coverage. There

are tasting notes on single malts from Aberfeldy to Tormore, Yoichi (and coverage of the best of the

blends). Six specially created 'Flavour Camp Charts' group whiskies by style, allow readers to

identify new whiskies from around the world to try. This extrensively updated and extended edition

features new material on burgeoning areas, including detailed coverage of many recently opened

US craft distilleries, new distilleries in Germany, Austria and Switzerland, and discussion of the

growing whisky scene in Latin America. With over 200 beautiful colour photographs and 21 colour

maps locating distilleries and whisky-related sites, this is a stylish celebration of the heritage,

romance, craftsmanship and versatility of whisky.
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Best book and one of the recommended New York Times 2015 recommendations on Whisky. A

beautiful book, heavy on information and a perfect gift for any gentleman or lady who has an interest

in what they drink of would like to consume.

This was a gift for my father-in-law and he loved it. He was riveted for days and we even spent

some time tasting different scotch whiskys and comparing it to the notes in the book. Now, I will say



that unless you have some training in whisky/scotch tasting, you likely won't smell or taste the many

references made. We didn't. But that didn't make the experience any less enjoyable.

Great reference for learning about the smaller distilleries, many of which are pouring their money

into their whiskey instead of advertising. Beautifully printed, with great images, and a decent amount

of detail. I leave this on the table when guests come, and many do double-takes to read this text.I

bought this and Bryson's Tasting Whiskey. Note that this really is an Atlas; it is heavy on facts with

limited tasting notes. If you want a tasting guide, check out Bryson's book.

I'm not a whisky fan myself, but I could pour over this book for hours. There is SO MUCH

information about where each whisky is made and how. There's even maps, as the name would

suggest, of where in a country each whisky is produced. I purchased this as a Christmas present for

my better half and he was on cloud nine. I was so impressed with the book myself that I purchased

another one for a friend, who was also quickly obsessed with it. This is gift-giving gold for any

whisky lover!

This really is an extremely helpful and well written book. Cannot recommend too highly. But only if

you a really interested in learning more in-depth information about individual distilleries and their

distillation methods.The back index of whisky by taste types is also very helpful. as some persons

like only certain types of whisky.Fortunately he does not write as if every distillery is great, and while

not denigrating them he is neutral which is fair as some are just getting back on their feet, or simply

were never designed to be great but simply good standard producers.

Very comprehensive book and everything that you need to know about whiskey. Covers Scotland,

Ireland, US, Japan, and others!

Very nice for the whiskey lover whom likes to know the back-story. Quality book, which will make an

excellent coffee table book, but with a real informative purpose. Gifted to someone and it was a big

hit.

Extremely informative and easy to read, without being overly verbose. If you've ever thought you

wanted to try Scotch but were afraid you'd get one that was too smokey./peaty, this book will steer

you in the right direction for your tastes. For the more experienced afficionado it gives some great



background on the different offerings by each distillery. Nice pictures too!
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